A model of competition in a turbidostat between two species for an inhibitory growth-limiting nutrient is considered. It is shown that the model has rich dynamics. A coexistence equilibrium and the washout equilibrium can be asymptotically stable simultaneously so that coexistence may depend on initial conditions. Under certain conditions, periodic coexistence of the two species occurs. There is a possibility that two species coexist, whereas one species dies out in the absence of its rival.
Introduction
The chemostat is a basic piece of laboratory apparatus that is used to study a competition between different species of microorganisms for a single growth-limiting nutrient. It has the advantage that certain biologically important parameters can be controlled and the outcome of the competition can be predicted from knowledge of the nutrient-dependent consumption and growth rates of each competing species. The chemostat is used as a model of a simple lake, as a model of waste water treatment, and as a model for commercial production of fermentation processes. It is known mathematically [3, 7, 14, 15, 18, 27] and experimentally [12, 13, 26] that the chemostat exhibits the competitive exclusion principle -only one species survives. Several modifications of the chemostat have been made to ensure the coexistence of species on a single nutrient [8, 10, 12, 26] . One interesting modification is to control the dilution rate of the chemostat. The chemostat with feedback control of the dilution rate is often referred to as turbidostat by bio-engineers and biologists (see Panikov [20] and Shuler and Kargi [21] ). In the turbidostat, an optical sensor measures the turbidity of the fluid, and this signal is used to control the dilution rate. Coexistence of two species in the turbidostat was shown numerically by Flegr [10] , and later analytically by De Leenheer and Smith [8] .
One basic assumption in De Leenheer and Smith [8] is that the nutrient uptake response functions are all monotone. It is shown by De Leenheer and Smith [8] that a turbidostat with monotone response functions permits a unique coexistence equilibrium for certain parameter values, and if it is locally asymptotically stable, then it is globally attracting. There is evidence, however, that a monotone response may be improper in some cases. A nutrient that is indispensable at low concentrations may be inhibiting at overly high concentrations. Inhibition of growth by high concentrations of substrate is particularly important when microorganisms are used for water treatment [1, 2, 4, 5] . Gouze and Robledo [11] considered a turbidostat model with non-monotone response functions. They generalized the results obtained in the study of De Leenheer and Smith [8] by showing the persistence of two species and global stability of a coexistence equilibrium under certain conditions. In this paper, we shall further study the dynamics of turbidostat models with non-monotone response functions. We show that a turbidostat model with non-monotone response functions can produce original dynamics. We prove that the model can simultaneously have an asymptotically stable coexistence equilibrium and an asymptotically stable washout equilibrium. Thus, there can be initial-condition-dependent regions of equilibrium coexistence. We also show that under certain conditions, the model predicts coexistence of the competitors with concentrations in sustained oscillation. There is the possibility that two species coexist, whereas one species dies out in the absence of its rival. Hence, one species may benefit from the presence of its rival. This paper is organized as follows. The model and some preliminary results are presented in the next section. The main results are given in Section 3. Some concluding remarks and biological discussions are provided in Section 4.
The model
We consider the following model of exploitative competition for a nutrient between two species of microorganisms in a turbidostat:
Here S is the nutrient concentration, S 0 is the concentration of the input nutrient, and x i is the concentration of ith species. The constants γ i are yield constants. The dilution of the turbidostat is D that is controlled by setting
where d > 0, k i > 0 for i = 1, 2. The functions f i are called nutrient response functions. For a more detailed description of the formulation of model (1), see Flegr [10] , De Leenheer and Smith [8] , De Leenheer et al. [9] , and references cited therein.
We assume that each f i is a differentiable function, f i (0) = 0, f i (S) > 0 for S > 0, and that there exists a positive number ξ i , such that f i (S) > 0 for 0 ≤ S < ξ i , f i (S) < 0 for S > ξ i , and f i (ξ i ) = 0. A typical form of the f i are Andrews functions [1] 
(2)
For simplicity, we non-dimensionalize system (1) with the following scaling:
With this scaling, system (1) takes the forṁ
Clearly in Equation (3), x 1 (t) > 0 and x 2 (t) > 0 for all t > 0. Since for S = 0,
This inequality shows that lim t→∞ (S(t) + x 1 (t) + x 2 (t)) = 1. It follows that every solution of Equation (5) is bounded, and system (3) has a limiting systeṁ
x 1 (0) > 0, x 2 (0) > 0.
We will perform analysis for this limiting system, and then carry over the results to the full system (3).
Main results

Equilibria and their stability
System (5) always has a washout equilibrium E 0 = (0, 0). A mono-culture equilibrium (x 1 , 0) with 0 < x 1 < 1 is determined by the equation
Graphically (x 1 , 0) is an equilibrium if the graphs of y = f 1 (x) and y = −k 1 x + d + k 1 intersect at the number 1 − x 1 that is in (0, 1). Similarly, a mono-culture equilibrium (0, x 2 ) with 0 < x 2 < 1 is determined by
and 1 − x 2 is the number at which graphs of y = f 2 (x) and y = −k 2 x + d + k 2 intersect. It is possible that there exist multiple mono-culture equilibria involving the same species. In the case that f 1 (or f 2 ) is a Andrews function, Equation (6) (or Equation (7)) is equivalent to a cubic Journal of Biological Dynamics 211 equation, and it has up to three roots. We make the following generic assumption:
For a mono-culture equilibrium (x 1 , 0), y = −k 1 x + d + k 1 is not a tangent line to y = f 1 (x) at 1 − x 1 , and for a mono-culture equilibrium (0, x 2 ),
This assumption ensures that each mono-culture equilibrium is hyperbolic in the one-dimensional subspace where the involved species is in.
A coexistence equilibrium (x 1 , x 2 ) satisfies
In order to solve Equation (9), we first find roots of the equation f 1 (S) = f 2 (S). Let S * be such a root. Then x 1 and x 2 can be found by solving the linear equations
The solution is given by
Both x 1 and x 2 are positive provided that
Note that at a coexistence equilibrium, k 1 = k 2 . We make the following generic assumption:
For a coexistence equilibrium (x 1 , x 2 ), the curves y = f 1 (S) andy = f 2 (S) do not share the same tangent line at the intersection pointS
This assumption ensures that the coexistence equilibrium is hyperbolic. It is possible that system (5) has multiple coexistence equilibria. In the case that f 1 and f 2 are Andrews functions, the equation f 1 (S) = f 2 (S) is equivalent to a quadratic equation, and there can be up to two coexistence equilibria.
The Jacobian matrix at the washout equilibrium E 0 = (0, 0) is given by
The eigenvalues are
The Jacobian matrix at a mono-culture equilibrium (x 1 , 0) is given by
The Jacobian matrix at a coexistence equilibrium (x 1 , x 2 ) is given by
where f 1 and f 2 are evaluated at
The equilibrium (x 1 , x 2 ) is asymptotically stable if these two eigenvalues are negative or have negative real part.
Initial-condition-dependent coexistence
In the case that both f 1 and f 2 are monotone functions, the system has at most one coexistence equilibrium, and if there exists a locally asymptotically stable coexistence equilibrium, then it is globally attracting [8] . In this section, we show that if f 1 and f 2 are non-monotone functions and there exists a locally asymptotically stable coexistence equilibrium, it is possible that the washout equilibrium is also asymptotically stable. Thus, coexistence may depend on initial conditions. THEOREM 1 Assume that the following hypotheses hold:
Then system (5) has an asymptotically stable coexistence equilibrium and an asymptotically stable washout equilibrium E 0 .
Proof Hypothesis (i)a-b ensures the existence of a coexistence equilibrium. Formula (14) shows that, if f 1 (S) > 0, f 2 (S) > 0, and (k 1 − k 2 )(f 1 (S) − f 2 (S) < 0, eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix at the coexistence equilibrium are negative or have negative real part, so that it is asymptotically stable. On the other hand, the inequalities f 1 (1) − d < 0 and f 2 (1) − d < 0 given in hypothesis (ii) show that E 0 is asymptotically stable. The proof is complete.
Remark 1 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, system (5) has at least two mono-culture equilibria. In fact, hypothesis (i)a-b in the theorem shows that either
This and hypothesis (ii) imply that the equation
has a root in (S * , 1) and a root in (0, S * ), or f 2 (x) − [−k 2 x + k 2 + d] = 0 has a root in (S * , 1) and a root in (0, S * ). We therefore have two mono-culture equilibria involving species x 1 , or two mono-culture equilibria involving species x 2 .
Theorem 1 shows that if f 1 and f 2 intersect at a number in (0, 1) at which f 1 > 0 and f 2 > 0, then for appropriate k 1 and k 2 , there is an asymptotically stable coexistence equilibrium corresponding to the intersection point. It is possible that f 1 and f 2 intersect at a second number, and the system has a second coexistence equilibrium. Since f 1 − f 2 changes sign at the second intersect number because of our generic assumption (13) for a coexistence equilibrium, formula (14) shows that, if the first coexistence equilibrium is stable, then the second coexistence equilibrium must be a saddle. In general, if system (5) has multiple coexistence equilibria, then at least one of them is a saddle. System (5) is a limiting system of Equation (3). An equilibrium (x 1 , x 2 ) with x 1 ≥ 0, x 2 ≥ 0 in Equation (5) corresponds to an equilibrium (1 − x 1 − x 2 , x 1 , x 2 ) in Equation (3). The latter equilibrium is asymptotically stable in Equation (3), if and only if the former is asymptotically stable in Equation (5) . The next theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2 If the hypotheses in Theorem 1 hold, then system (3) has an asymptotically stable coexistence equilibrium and an asymptotically stable washout equilibrium.
We illustrate this Theorem using f 1 and f 2 in Andrews form (2) with m 1 = 6, m 2 = 3, a 1 = 0.3, a 2 = 0.1, n 1 = 4.5, and n 2 = 1.6. The graphs of f 1 and f 2 are depicted in Figure 1 .
The nutrient response functions f 1 and f 2 intersect at two numbers S * 1 = 0.118 and S * 2 = 0.651. 
is a saddle, unstable. There are four additional mono-culture equilibria: E 10 = (0.734, 0.266, 0), E 20 = (0.107, 0.893, 0), E 01 = (0.625, 0, 0.375), and E 02 = (0.161, 0, 0.839). It can be found that all the four monoculture equilibria are unstable. Figure 2 shows numerical simulations for the model with the given parameter values.
Persistence and existence of limit cycles
In this section, we study persistence and existence of limit cycles in Equations (5) and (3). We say that Equation (5) is persistent if every positive solution (x 2 (t), x 2 (t)) of Equation (5) satisfies lim inf t→∞ x 1 (t) > 0 and lim inf t→∞ x 2 (t) > 0. The following theorem provides conditions for Equation (5) to be persistent. Then system (5) is persistent.
Proof Hypothesis (i) shows that either f i (1) 
In the former case, E 0 is a hyperbolic source, and in the latter case, E 0 is a saddle. Hypothesis (ii) shows that system (5) has at least one mono-culture equilibrium involving x 1 . Let x * be a root of the equation f 1 (x) = d + k 1 (1 − x) . Then E 1 = (1 − x  *  , 0) is an equilibrium. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix at
The former eigenvalue is non-zero because of our generic assumption (8) for every mono-culture equilibrium, and has an eigenvector along the x 1 axis. The latter eigenvalue
that is positive due to the hypothesis (ii). Hence the interior of the first quadrant of x 1 -x 2 plane contains no stable manifold of E 1 , and in general contains no stable manifold of any mono-culture equilibrium involving x 1 . Similarly, it can be shown that the interior of the first quadrant of x 1 -x 2 plane contains no stable manifold of any mono-culture equilibrium involving x 2 . Note that the x 1 axis and the x 2 axis are invariant in system (5) . According to Thieme [24] , system (5) is persistent. The proof is complete.
For the full system (3), sinceṠ ≥ d > 0 when S = 0, the x 1 -x 2 boundary plane is a repeller. The dynamics in each S − x i plane is essentially determined byẋ
so the plane dynamics are simple. There is no cycle in a S − x i plane. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold, every boundary equilibrium is hyperbolic, and the first octant contains no stable manifold of any boundary equilibrium. Note that each S − x i plane is invariant. According to Thieme [24] , if the hypotheses in Theorem 3 hold, system (3) is persistent in the sense that every positive solution (S(t), x 1 (t), x 2 (t)) satisfies lim inf t→∞ S(t) > 0, lim inf t→∞ x 1 (t) > 0, and lim inf t→∞ x 2 (t) > 0. THEOREM 4 Assume that the hypotheses in Theorem 3 hold. Then system (3) is persistent.
The hypotheses of Theorem 3 can be verified graphically if the response functions and model parameters are known. It is interesting to note that under certain conditions, two species coexist, whereas one species dies out in the absence of its rival (Figure 3) .
The graphs of response functions in Figure 1 are similar to those of f 1 and f 2 in Figure 3 . If one chooses appropriate values for d, k 1 and k 2 for the response functions illustrated in Figure 1 , then the resulting system has dynamics similar to those described in Figure 3 .
We now show that a turbidostat with non-monotone response functions can produce periodic oscillations of species abundances. We study the existence of a periodic solution by locating a parameter range in which system (5) is persistent, and it has a unique unstable coexistence equilibrium.
THEOREM 5 Assume that hypotheses (i)-(iii) in Theorem 3 hold. In addition, assume that the following hypothesis holds:
(iv) f 1 (S) and f 2 (S) intersect uniquely at a number S * in (0, 1) such that (a) x 1 (f 1 (S * ) + k 1 ) + x 2 (f 2 (S * ) + k 2 ) < 0 where x 1 and x 2 are given by Equation (11);
Then every non-constant positive solution of system (5) approaches a limit cycle. Figure 3 . Coexistence of two species and extinction of one species in the absence of its rival: here f 1 (1) < d and f 2 (1) > d, so that hypothesis (i) holds. The washout equilibrium E 0 is a saddle, attracting along the x 1 axis and repelling along the x 2 axis. L 1 denotes the line y = −k 1 S + d + k 1 and L 2 denotes the line y = −k 2 S + d + k 2 . It is obvious that hypotheses (ii) and (iii) hold so that two species with positive initial concentrations will persist. There are two mono-culture equilibria involving x 1 :
which is a source. The equilibrium E 1 1 is a source. In the absence of x 2 , for 0 < x 1 (0) < 1 − x * 2 , x 1 (t) → 0 as t → ∞. Therefore, in the case that x 1 has a relatively low initial concentration, the survival of x 1 completely depends on the presence of x 2 .
Proof Since the hypotheses in Theorem 3 hold, system (5) is persistent. It is easy to see that persistence implies existence of a coexistence equilibrium. Since f 1 and f 2 intersect only once at S * in (0, 1) according to hypothesis (iv), the coexistence equilibrium is unique. Hypothesis (iv)a-b and formula (14) show that the coexistence equilibrium is a source. Since solutions of Equation (5) are bounded, the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem shows that every non-constant positive solution approaches a limit cycle. The proof is complete.
The hypothesis (iv) in Theorem 5 is sufficient and necessary for the coexistence equilibrium corresponding to S * to be a hyperbolic source. Hypothesis (iv)b is simple while hypothesis (iv)a is not obvious. On the other hand, it is clear that hypothesis (iv)a holds if f 1 (S * ) + k 1 < 0 and f 2 (S * ) + k 2 < 0. We have the following corollary. COROLLARY 1 Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 5 hold with hypothesis (iv)a replaced by f 1 (S * ) + k 1 < 0 and f 2 (S * ) + k 2 < 0. Then every non-constant positive solution of system (5) approaches a limit cycle.
We provide a graphical description of this corollary for the case that there exist only two mono-culture equilibria (Figure 4) .
We now discuss convergence of solutions to limit cycles in the full system (3) . We have the following theorem. THEOREM 6 If the hypotheses of Theorem 5 hold, then for almost all initial values, the solutions of (3) converge to a limit cycle. Figure 4 . Existence of a limit cycle: it is easy to see that hypotheses (i)-(iii) in Theorem 3 hold so that the system is persistent. f 1 and f 2 intersect at S * at which f 1 < f 2 < 0. Since k 1 > k 2 , hypothesis (iv)b holds. The tangent line to f 1 at S * is steeper than the straight line L 1 : y = −k 1 S + d + k 1 , and the tangent line to f 2 at S * is steeper than the straight line L 2 : y = −k 2 S + d + k 2 , so that hypothesis (iv)a holds.
Proof Due to the estimate (4), the subsysteṁ
of Equation (3) is a quasi-autonomous system [25] with a limit system (5). Since the limit system (5) is persistent and the unique coexistence equilibrium is a hyperbolic source, there are no equilibria of Equation (5) that are cyclically chained to each other by orbits of Equation (5) . By Theorem 1.5 of Thieme [25] , every solution of the quasi-autonomous two-dimensional system (15) converges to an equilibrium or a periodic orbit. This together with Theorem 4 shows that Figure 5 . The hypotheses of Corollary 1 hold so that Equation (3) has a limit cycle. in the full system (3), all positive solutions converge to the unique coexistence equilibrium or a limit cycle of Equation (3). In Equation (3), the coexistence equilibrium is a saddle with a onedimensional stable manifold and a two-dimensional unstable manifold. Only solutions starting in the domain of attraction of this saddle converge to it. Along the lines of the proof of Theorem F.1 in Smith and Waltman [22] , it follows that the stable manifold of the saddle has Lebesgue measure 0. Since solutions of differential equations with continuously differentiable vector fields depend on their initial values in a locally Lipschitz continuous way, the domain of attraction of this saddle has Lebesgue measure zero as well. Therefore, for almost all initial values, the solutions converge to a limit cycle. The proof is complete.
We illustrate this theorem using f 1 and f 2 in Andrews form (2) with m 1 = 15, m 2 = 13, a 1 = 0.1, a 2 = 0.15, n 1 = 6, and n 2 = 4. Choose d = 1.6, k 1 = 5.5, and k 2 = 1. The graphs of f 1 and f 2 and related lines are depicted in Figure 5 . This figure shows the hypotheses in Corollary 1 are satisfied so that the model with these parameter values has a limit cycle. Figure 6 shows numerical simulations for this model.
Discussion
In this paper, we show that a turbidostat with an inhibitory nutrient has rich dynamics. It is possible that a coexistence equilibrium and the washout equilibrium are asymptotically stable simultaneously so that coexistence is initial-condition-dependent. Under certain conditions, both species coexist periodically on a limit cycle. These features cannot be observed when the nutrient is not inhibitory [8] .
Theorem 1 provides sufficient conditions for the system to have an attracting coexistence equalibrium and an attracting washout equalibrium simultaneously. The condition for attactivity of the washout equilibrium is that the nutrient becomes growth-limiting for both species at relatively large values. When a coexistence equilibrium and a washout equilibrium are both attracting, coexistence cannot occur if initial concentrations of the two species are low. Coexistence is possible if at least one species has a relatively large initial concentration.
The conditions for periodic coexistence of two species consist of the condition for the system to be persistent and the condition for the system to have a unique and repelling coexistence equilibrium. The persistence condition ensures that in the species space, the first quadrant contains no stable manifold of the washout equilibrium and of any mono-culture equilibrium. The possibility of a repelling coexistence equilibrium is essentially due to inhibition of the nutrient. The periodic coexistence of species has important biological implications. Field studies have shown that an oscillating environment may favour species coexistence [16, 17, 23] . It would be reasonable to expect that periodic oscillations generated by competition between two species may promote species diversity. The analytical techniques used in [6, 19, 22] might work to show the periodic coexistence of three species on a single nutrient in the turbidostat. It is worth mentioning here that in the turbidostat with monotone response functions, coexistence of three species cannot occur [9] .
It should be pointed out that the model with non-monotone response functions cannot be reduced to a competitive model, as it can with monotone response functions [8] . With non-monotone response functions, there can be multiple coexistence equilibria, and multiple mono-culture equilibria involving the same species. For example, if both response functions take Andrews form, up to nine distinct critical equilibria (two coexistence equilibria, six mono-culture equilibria, and the washout equilibrium) are possible, whereas with monotone response functions at most four distinct equilibria are possible. This leads to a wealth of different possible biological outcomes in the turbidostat. There is the possibility that two species coexist, whereas one species dies out in the absence of its rival. In this case, one competitor benefits from the presence of its rival (Figure 3 ).
